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Steve is responsible for holistic client strategy development and
communications.
Prior to founding Flodder Financial Group, Steve spent 22 years
with Amoco. With a Masters degree in Engineering, Steve began his
career as a geophysicist and quickly moved into management. Over
the next 20 years, Steve worked around the globe, ultimately rising to
President of Amoco Mediterranean.
During his career as a senior manager, Steve developed expertise
in planning and analysis. As the oil industry faced significant
turmoil during the late 90’s, Steve decided to apply his acumen and
experience to meeting the needs of individuals.
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Managing Director
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Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA )
“The CFA designation is regarded as the highest
distinction in the investment management
profession with a focus on a rigorous curriculum
and strong ethical foundations.”(1)
®

Brett leads development of:
● Global economic analysis
● Portfolio design and real time evaluation
● Security selection
He also works directly with clients on strategy implementation and is
a CFA® Charterholder.
Prior to earning an MBA from the Harvard Business School, Brett
worked as a restructuring consultant for FTI Consulting. At FTI, Brett
advised executives in navigating the complex challenges created by
the 2008-2010 recession.
After Harvard, Brett joined McKinsey & Co., advising executives
from the Fortune 100® on strategy and operations, focusing primarily
on the financial industry.
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Kyle leads:
● Development and implementation of
retirement strategies
● Client focused knowledge base:
		
- Corporate Benefit Plans
		
- Estate Planning Strategies
		
- Social Security, Health Insurance,
		
Medicare Strategies
● Firmwide operational excellence
Prior to earning an MBA from the Harvard Business School,
Kyle worked for the Boston Consulting Group, advising senior
executives in areas including mergers and acquisitions, and corporate
reorganization.
After Harvard, Kyle joined Ventana Medical Systems as a special
projects manager reporting directly to the CEO and CFO.
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Daniel utilizes a strong background in implementation and planning
with a focus on pensions and defined benefit plans to support clients
in aligning their strategies and actions.
Daniel developed a strong skill set working with clients, as a financial
planner prior to joining Flodder Financial Group. Daniel has earned
a master’s degree in Business Analytics from the Cox School of
Business at Southern Methodist University and holds Marketing,
Finance, and Economics degrees from Northwood University.
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Wealth Management and Financial Planning
for Oil and Gas Industry Employees

Rebecca leverages her years of industry experience
towards implementation of client and firm level
strategic initiatives.
Rebecca is a proven leader in designing, implementing, and leading
operations teams that support complex organizations and has 15
years of industry experience in operations, trading, client service and
reliability. Rebecca holds a degree from the University of Houston.
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Would you ever run your business the way you are currently running your personal financial affairs?
Life Stages of an Oil Industry Employee

Mid Life Employee

Optimizing Peak Earning Years

Managing a Portfolio,
Saving in the Right Buckets,
Maintaining Sufficient Life Insurance,
Building College Savings Plans,
Considering Overseas Assignments

Managing Total Compensation Packages,
Considering Other Job Opportunities,
Saving in the Right Buckets,
Exercising Stock Options / Grants,
Considering / Planning an
Overseas Assignment

Implementing the Plan

New Hire

Setting the Foundation
Critical Benefits Choices
and Set Savings Plan

The new hire makes life-changing decisions on
their first day of work. They “Set the Direction”
of their financial future.
Overwhelmed with the new environment,
they select their 401(k) savings rate, type of
401(k) (Roth or Traditional) and their portfolio.
Many employees won’t revisit these crucial
choices for many years.
They also decide on life insurance and other
coverages with little more than a quick glance
at the options. It is during these times that we
can help with basic financial modeling that can
show the employee the life-changing impact of
these decisions.

Senior Employee

The mid-life employee has increasing spending
demands. Their investment portfolio has reached
a size that demands attention. Portfolio design and
investment selection becomes more meaningful,
and the potential advantages of rebalancing*
becomes even more important.
Their choice of housing, auto, lifestyle and family
size have a significant impact on their financial
planning needs.
Their salary is beginning to reach the level at
which they may be considered wealthy. While this
can significantly impact their taxes, it can also
bring the opportunity to make important longterm tax planning decisions. There are certain
items the tax system supports: the basics of home
ownership (mortgage deduction), educating children
(529 education/college savings plans), protecting
dependents (life insurance), and retirement savings
(tax free or tax deferred accounts).
As their tax bracket rises, it becomes ever more
important to take advantage of these potential
opportunities as circumstances warrant.

The senior employee has little free time to plan
their financial life. Asking themselves the simple
question: Would you ever run your business the way
you are currently running your financial life?
Deferred compensation plans, stock options and
“golden handcuffs” are potentially valuable benefits
that demand attention. Carefully managed, they can
be very rewarding. Pension plans and the potential
to take a lump sum also presents opportunities
to create great wealth. Employment decisions
regarding international assignments or job changes
should only be undertaken with a clear eye on the
potential impact on retirement benefits and taxes.
As you become what may be considered “wealthy,”
it is increasingly important to make taxes an
important part of any decision.
Making sure that you make good decisions with
regard to estate planning strategies and long term
care are important at this stage in life.

Retiree

Crafting Your Legacy

To Consult or Not to Consult?
Stop Saving Forever, Long Term Care,
Spending from the Right Buckets,
Sources of Retirement Income

Leaving a Legacy, Beneficiary
Statements Matching Legal Documents,
Living Documents, Marital Trusts,
FLP’s, ILIT’s, Charitable Giving

Shutting off income for life and turning down a
paycheck that you have worked a life time to create
is one of the toughest decisions you will ever face.

Estate planning is your opportunity to create a legacy.
How do you want to be remembered? Whom do you
want to take care of? Who is depending on you?
These important questions can be answered with
financial planning.

Living Your Retirement

Do you take a staged retirement with consulting
income or make it a single day? Either way,
emotions can cloud decisions. Creating a strategy
to weather the ups and downs in the market, while
working to ensure that you don’t run out of money,
is important.
Managing your income so that you maximize your
spendable income while minimizing your taxable
income can have a very positive impact on your
quality of life in retirement. Creating the “Living
Documents”: a Durable Power of Attorney, Medical
Power of Attorney and Directive to Physician are
important to help you while you are living.

Continuing Your Life’s Work

The basics are to create a Will that transitions assets
to your beneficiaries with minimal impact of probate
or other costs.
Careful planning can help minimize estate taxes
and ensure that the assets go to your intended
beneficiaries.

*Rebalancing does not guarantee a profit or protection against losses in a declining market.

